Hough transform is a common algorithm used to detecting geometry shape of objects in computer vision, lines circles and other shape objects will be detected easily. But 
Introduction
The Hough transformation (HT) is proposed since 1962 in US by P. V. C. Hough as the patent, because it may carry on the effective recognition to the shape, and parallel realizes, moreover is insensitive to the noise, thus obtained the enormous attention. In the practical application, mainly uses in recognizing curve [1] , parameter estimate, image division [2] , recognizing two-dimensional image, path edge examination [3] , target identification and tracking [4] , multi-sensors data fusion [5] , water sound target shape analysis, three-dimensional body recognition, localization and direction examination as well as initiative visual application and so on [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Classical Hough transformation exists many shortcomings: Cannot examine the special curve, difficulty finds the local maximum of the accumulator array, the low accuracy, big storage space, low computation speed. In order to solve these problems, the people proposed many improved algorithms, one important kind method is the stochastic Hough transformation algorithm.
Hough transformation statement
P. V. C. Hough proposed Hough transformation to exam straight line according to mathematics dual principle. HT generally is called transformation from the line to the point, because in the HT process, each characteristic point in the discrete digital image space (rectangular coordinate system) center is all mapped as a sine curve (straight line, circle and so on) in the parameter space (polar coordinate system). For example, in the straight line HT, characteristic point is mapped as a sine curve (If wrote the straight line as the intercept form, the mapped the curve was not the sine curve) in the parameter space, the mapping relation is shown with type (1).
Where  is the distance from the original point to the straight line,  is the included angle between the straight normal line and x axis. The parameter space is discrete, each parameter space unit all endows with an accumulator, the initial value all is 0. If the above sine curve exactly passes through the parameter space unit ) , (   , then this unit accumulator value adds 1. After all characteristic spot of one straight line in the image has all carried on this kind of mapping---accumulation, in the parameter space can appear many sine curves, all these sine curve all passes through the unit ) , (   , like this, this straight line parameter is expressed by the ) , (   unit coordinates. In the continual rectangular coordinates and the polar coordinate space, representing the real curve point trends infinity, but the accumulated value of other units are limited; In the discrete image space and the parameter space, all units accumulated value is limited, but the spot represents the real curve to be in the partial peak value, we can obtain straight line parameter in the image space through examining these partial peak values.
Circle examination is same with the straight-line, the difference is the mapping curve equation, and the mapping equation becomes type (2).
Improved stochastic Hough transformation (HT) algorithms
Because classical HT has many shortcomings: Cannot examine the special curve, be difficult to find the local maximum of the accumulator array, the low accuracy, bigger storage space, lower computation speed. In order to solve these problems, the people proposed many new improvements algorithms.
Regarding characteristic point ) , ( And the existing i p count value adds 1, otherwise increases a new element to preserve i p , the initial count value will be 1.
3) After certain step, because parameter i p represents the real straight line in p, which can appears the probability is higher than the parameter that represents this false straight line, the corresponding count value is also high. Discovers the parameter in p which appear the number of times to be bigger than the threshold value, and thinks these parameters representing the real existence straight line parameter in the image space. Stochastic HT process realizing circle and so on analytic curves is similar to the straight line examination process, only the simultaneous equation is different. The stochastic HT does not need to assign the space where deposits parameter in advance, therefore the storage space must be smaller than the classics HT storage space, greatly reduced the amount of computation through the establishing reasonable random sampling mechanism.
The main characteristic of the stochastic HT lies in the random sampling and the convergence mapping. Its transformation may enable the curve parameter to achieve random high precision, theoretically may be infinite. In practical application, because of noise, edge examination operator and so on reasons, causes the objective edge position shifting, the camera angle of view change or the environment illumination change causes the goal outline change, the goal outline can have the distortion, like this, can appear the identical curve to figure out the parameter that difference is not big, but the parameter storage space also increases very much, and the parameter accumulator is very difficult to appear the obvious partial peak value, but appeared a region peak value, like figure 1 the description was the straight line partial accumulations array of the parameter (81, 30), it was very difficult to find the partial peak value. Moreover the longer curve examination influences the shorter curve examination, also has not given the initial station and the end point of the detection curve.
Figure 1. Accumulation array value
Therefore we have made the following improvement to the stochastic HT:
1) The element in the set P uses the sequencing storage, this will reduce the searching time that the same element spends in the P .
2) Assigns a threshold value  ,  is positive numbers which is bigger than 0, if the Eulidean eliminates the characteristic point between the initial point and the stop point and the parameter set P , recarries on the examination process. Because we delete massive characteristic point, the computation of the examination process will reduce greatly, in the overall, enhances the transformation speed, also improves the transformation quality. The concrete step of the improved algorithm is: First step: Initializing parameter accumulator array; Second step: Stochastically extracts one smallest point set from all characteristics point, calculates the curve parameter which is decided from this smallest points set. Choosing the smallest points set for realizing to the convergent mapping, in other words, if the curve which needs to examine have n parameters, then the so-called smallest points set is using the least sets of points to determine n parameters. For example, the straight line smallest points set contains two points, the round smallest points set contains three spots. This has realized 1  n map, namely many-for-one map; Third step: The curve parameter corresponding accumulator array carries on counting; Fourth step: When the maximum value of the accumulator array achieves the preset threshold value T , then realizes the 3rd improved operation;
Fifth step: Repeats from second step to the fourth step, until satisfying some end condition usually uses the cycle-index or the number of the detection curve achieved the preset threshold value.
The above-mentioned algorithm still has the classics Hough transform characteristic which is insensitive to noise, the stochastic Hough transform has the random sampling and many-for-one convergent mapping characteristic, reduced storage space, reduced amount of computation. Meanwhile embarked from the practical application to make its peak value deficiency to improve, realized one kind of method from long to short to gradually withdraw the curve, and has produced computational method of the curve initial point and stop point. 1) The projecting value on X axis is 1;
2) The continual n position in its behind has 2 / n at least is 1.
Takes this point as the beginning x-coordinate of the line segment, and calculates its y-coordinate using the straight line equation, like this, we can obtain the line segment beginning coordinates. The line segment end point coordinates may use the similar method to obtain.
The improved stochastic HT gradually withdraws the straight line, uses least square method to draw up with the straight line after withdrawing the straight line each time, because the calculating speed of the least square method is more quick than the HT, and finally the precision withdrawing the straight line parameter is controlled by the process of the least square method drawing up with the straight line, therefore the HT may use a thicker resolution in the parameter space, also may use the low resolution image to carry on the HT, simultaneously uses the picture element of the high resolution image to carry on drawing up a straight line, this can double reduce the operation time.
The circular arc examination method is the same as the straight line. Only takes three not collinear spots stochastically ) , (
as a smallest set of points, determines the revisional center of circle parameter ) , ( 0 0 y x according to the least squares method criterion, using the HT 'voting' mechanism realizes the circle recognition and its the geometry parameter detection, also the objective edge continuity and the objective part mask has not requested, has the stronger antijamming ability.
Combination shapes detection
Combination shape detection mainly is divided two steps, first examines its the fundamental combination curve, such as the straight line, the circular arc, then judge the position relations of these fundamental curves.
The rectangular detection may transform as four straight lines detections, namely uses the above method to detect four straight lines, then judge straight line relations whether satisfy the rectangular condition: Whether exists two groups of approximate parallel straight lines, also these two groups of straight lines are approximate vertically, supposes there are two straight lines: 1
The vertical condition is type (10), the parallel condition is type (11),  is a smaller
In the practical application, sometimes also needs further withdraw the shape parameter. 
The triangle detection may transform as three straight lines detection, namely using the above stated theory and method to detect the straight line, then judges the straight line relations whether satisfy the triangle condition. Suppose target is make up by three straight lines 1 
Experiments and analysis
In order to examine the improved HT algorithm, uses the image in figure 2 which has many noises to carry on the experiment. Among, a) is the triangle boundary image which lies in the strong noise, makes the improved Hough transformation operation to a) , maps the transformational data in parameter space to 0~255, will obtain the parameter image like b) to show, c) is the peak value image in the curve parameter image.
May see from the experiment, the improved HT algorithm still has the very strong antinoise ability, and compared with the classics HT (figure 2), the spot peak value is more obvious that represents the real curve parameter. In the algorithm does not need to assign the depositing parameter space in advance, uses many-for-one mapping and because the curve parameter precision is controlled by the fitted curve process of the least squares method, but the computation speed of the least squares method is more quick than the HT, the parameter space uses a thicker resolution, therefore reduced the storage space; Through establishing the reasonable random sampling mechanism, eliminates the examined spot in the curve, greatly reduced the amount of computation 
Shape invariable feature analysis
Regarding recognition question, what the people care is the shape invariable features, namely, when the recognized object has revolving, translation or scaling, whether the system can also recognize the target accurately. But in the practical application, many targets can have the above situation, therefore, analyzes revolving, translation and the scaling characteristic are important to the shape recognition, but the Hough transformation itself does not have revolving, translation and scaling invariability, for solving this problem effectively, has made the following discussion: When the recognition mode has revolving, translation or scaling change, how does the pattern characteristic change.
Has carried on revolving, translation and scaling change experiment separately to 2 kind of typical graph triangle edge, solves its the characteristic peak value of the improved Hough transformation separately; Analyzes change which occurs through theirs characteristic peak value situation. Figure 3 is the graph edge image.
Where figure (a) triangle's primitive edge, figure (b), (c) and (d) is the image which is obtained through figure (a) revolving, translation and scaling. Through the above experiment, we may see that the revolving, translation, scaling question which the shape recognition often meets may sum up the question that the experiment describes. After graph translation, revolving and scaling, compares with the original graph, the number of the peak value does not change, after angle normalization, the peak value initial point has changed, but the initial position of the peak value does not change. 
Conclusion
In view of the Hough transformation's insufficiency, this paper proposed the improved stochastic Hough transformation algorithm: The parameter array sequence, the neighborhood accumulation counting, least squares method fitting and so on methods to raise the recognized speed and the examination precision, reduces the storage space, reduces the amount of computation. The improved algorithm still had the insensitivity of the classics Hough transforms to noise, the random sampling of the stochastic Hough transforms and many-for-one converged mapping characteristic. Realizing one method to withdraw the curve gradually, withdrew the curve according to the order from long to short in turn, and has given the computational method of the curve initial point and end point, the experiment has proven the method validity. Based on this, but also has analyzed the shape invariable feature, draws the conclusion: After obtaining the graph translation, revolving, scaling, the number of Hough transformation peak value has not changed, after the angle normalization, the beginning position of the peak value has the change, but the peak value gap does not change.
